
M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
 

Date:  May 15, 2020 
 
To:  TLRC Six-Plex Residents 
 
From:  R Kevin McFeely, President & CEO 
 
Re:  Masks and Visitors 
 
 
Now that Governor Inslee has released his four-phase reopening plan for the State 
of Washington, we are seeing more people outside, both on the TLRC campus and 
in the greater community. 
 
Regarding walking around the TLRC campus, I encourage you to do so as springtime 
brings great beauty to our campus and it is for all residents to enjoy.  However, it is 
important that while outside of your respective Six-Plex you wear a mask. With more 
and more of our residents taking advantage of the nice weather and being outside, 
this request is important to protect the health and safety of everyone. 
 
In addition, I am aware of visitors coming to your individual Six-Plexes, I need to 
remind you there is still a Stay at Home order in effect for the State of Washington 
and this practice is a violation of this order. In addition to this, I am told many of 
these visitors are walking around the campus and not wearing a mask. This must 
stop immediately-if you choose to have visitors, they must stay at your respective 
Six-Plex and not walk around the campus. I am also requesting the visitor wear a 
mask while visiting with you. 
 
We are now scheduling trips to the State Parks for our Six-Plex residents. Buses will 
not be filled to capacity in order to maintain social distancing. Because of this, we 
will schedule frequent trips to give everyone who wants to participate in this activity 
an opportunity to do so. Masks will be required while riding the buses and while 
visiting the parks. Fortunately, the parks are not crowded at this time so maintaining 
distance from other people should be easy to comply with.  
 
Again, we have remained COVID-19 free because of the protocols put into place 
and we are constantly monitoring guidelines from Center for Disease Control and 



Prevention (CDC), Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), Department 
of Health (DOH) and the Governors Press Conferences to keep up-to-date on what 
is allowed and what is not. Please know it is our intent to open up our campus as 
much and as quickly as possible without risking anyone’s health and safety.  
 
Thank you for your continued understanding and adherence to these guidelines. 
Please do not hesitate to contact either Brita Carpenter or myself should you have 
any additional questions. 
 

 

 
 


